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Source Mechanism of Seismic
Explosion Signals at Santiaguito
Volcano, Guatemala: New Insights
From Seismic Analysis and Numerical
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Yan Lavallée2, Silvio De Angelis2, Jackie E. Kendrick2,3 and Gustavo Chigna4

1Geophysical Institute, Department of Physics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany, 2Department of Earth,
Ocean and Ecological Studies, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 3School of Geosciences, University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 4Instituto Nacional de Sismología, Vulcanología, Meteorología e Hidrología
(INSIVUMEH), Guatemala City, Guatemala

Volcanic activity at the Santiaguito dome complex (Guatemala) is characterized by lava
extrusion interspersed with small, regular, gas-and-ash explosions that are believed to
result from shallow magma fragmentation; yet, their triggering mechanisms remain
debated. Given that the understanding of source processes at volcanoes is essential
to risk assessments of future eruptions, this study seeks to shed light on those processes.
We use data from a permanent seismic and infrasound network at Santiaguito volcano,
Guatemala, established in 2018 and additional temporary stations, including a seismic
array deployed during a 13-day field investigation in January 2019 to analyze and resolve
the source characteristics of fragmentation leading to gas-and-ash explosions. Seismic
data gathered within a distance of 4.5 km from the vent show a weak seismic signal 2–6 s
prior to the explosions and associated main seismic signal. To resolve the source location
and origin of the seismic signals, we first used ambient noise analysis to assess seismic
velocities in the subsurface and then used two-dimensional spectral element modeling
(SPECFEM2D) to simulate seismic waveforms. The analyzed data revealed a two-layer
structure beneath the array, with a shallow, low-velocity layer (vs � 650m/s) above deeper,
high-velocity rocks (vs � 2,650 m/s). Using this velocity structure, possible source
mechanisms and depths were constrained using array and particle motion analyses.
The comparison of simulated and observed seismic data indicated that the precursory
signal is associated with particle motion in the RZ-plane, pointing toward the opening of
tensile cracks at a depth of ∼600m below the summit; in contrast, the main signal is
accompanied by a vertical single force, originating at a shallow depth of about ∼200m.
This suggests that the volcanic explosions at Santiaguito are following a bottom-up
process in which tensile fractures develop at depth and enable rapid gas rise which
leads to the subsequent explosion. The result indicates that explosions at Santiaguito do
not occur from a single source location, but from a series of processes possibly associated
with magma rupture, gas channeling and accumulation, and fragmentation. Our study
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provides a good foundation for further investigations at Santiaguito and shows the value of
comparing seismic observations with synthetic data calculated for complex media to
investigate in detail the processes leading up to gas-ash-rich explosions found at various
other volcanoes worldwide.

Keywords: volcanic explosions, volcano seismology, numerical modeling, seismic precursor, seismo-acoustic
array, array analysis

INTRODUCTION

The Santiaguito dome complex is located in western Guatemala,
10 km southwest of the city of Quetzaltenango, counting
approximately one million inhabitants emphasizing the
importance of a good understanding of eruption processes.
Protracted dome growth began in 1922, within the crater of
the eruption of Santa Maria in 1902, and continues to this day
(Rose, 1973; Harris et al., 2003). Volcanic activity shifted
westward over the next five decades forming four domes
(from east to west: El Caliente, La Mitad, El Monje and El
Brujo). However, in 1977, activity resumed at El Caliente
(Rose, 1987). Since then, dacitic-andesitic lava dome growth
has been accompanied by lava flows (A’a and blocky flows),
explosions (incl. ash clouds and fallout, ballistics and pyroclastic
density currents), rock falls, sector collapse events and lahars,
each of contrasting and evolving magnitudes throughout the
years (Rose, 1987; Rhodes et al., 2018; Lamb et al., 2019;
Carter et al., 2020). Harris et al., (2003) characterized the
cyclic discharge at Santiaguito since the start of the eruption
in 1922, describing periods of high and low extrusion rates lasting
for 3–6 and 3–11 years, respectively. While weak to moderate gas-
and-ash explosions generating 500–2000 m high plumes, have
been observed in every period prior to 2015 (Bluth and Rose,
2004; Patrick et al., 2007; De Angelis et al., 2016), larger explosive
events have occurred less frequently, either related to partial
dome or crater rim collapse (e.g. September 2004, April 2010,
November 2012; Global Volcanism Program, 2005, Global
Volcanism Program, 2011; Hornby et al., 2019a) or to
paroxysms due to volatile-rich magma influx (e.g., in 2015–16;
Wallace et al., 2020). The larger explosions, which have
subsequently excavated a deep crater in the dome, indicate
deeper fragmentation (Hornby et al., 2019b; Lamb et al., 2019;
Carter et al., 2020; Wallace et al., 2020). Following this last
paroxysm, dome growth resumed in October 2016, as lava
started to fill the crater and activity reverted back to frequent
weak/moderate explosions (Carter et al., 2020).

The occurrence of gas-and-ash explosions at El Caliente has
long been studied. A key observation of dome activity is the
repetitive and non-destructive occurrence of explosions as well as
near continuous gas emissions during inter-explosive phases,
which suggest an open vent system bolstered by an active fault
network (Bluth and Rose, 2004; Holland et al., 2011; Johnson
et al., 2014; Scharff et al., 2014; Zorn et al., 2020). Explosions at El
Caliente are often preceded by seismic precursors with signals
spanning broad frequency and duration ranges. This behavior
was noted in the dome activity before (Johnson et al., 2009;
Sanderson et al., 2010) and after (Carter et al., 2020) the 2015–16

paroxysms. Bluth and Rose (2004) suggested that pulsatory
magma ascent leads to plug flow, and stick-slip faulting
induces cataclastic fragmentation, thus increasing the
propensity of magma to degas and outgas. This model may
explain the ring-shaped fractures sometimes observed on the
crater surface (Bluth and Rose, 2004; Sahetapy-Engel et al., 2008;
Lavallée et al., 2015; von Aulock et al., 2016; Hornby et al., 2019b;
Zorn et al., 2020). The faulting activity has also been inferred to
explain the occurrence of gas-and-ash ejection pulses every ∼3 s
during explosions (Scharff et al., 2014).

Combined thermic, seismic, and infrasound observations were
used by Sahetapy-Engel et al., (2008) to constrain the extent of the
plug. They suggested that the rupture occurred at a depth of
100–500m. This is supported by Holland et al., (2011) who
analyzed the rheology of eruptive products and advanced that
critical conditions for shear fracturing are found at depths of
150–600m. Analysis of proximal tilt data monitored in January
2012 from the flank of El Caliente indicated that the dome
periodically inflates and deflates at intervals averaging 26min
(Johnson et al., 2014). The inflation phase generally lasts about
5–6min and at the apex of tilt signals, an explosion or a gas emission
event occurs. They observed that the explosions, in contrast to the
emissions, generated very-long period (VLP) seismicity. Yet, noting
that the inflation phases of the tilt cycles are not accompanied by
seismicity, Johnson et al., (2014) suggested that they may be caused
by gas pressurization in the shallow conduit at a depth estimated at
300m below the active vent. Lavallée et al., (2015) scrutinized the
dataset to reveal that tilt cycles associated with gas-and-ash
explosions differ from those causing gas emission events. They
base their results on the observation of more pronounced positive
tilt (inflation) as well as the occurrence of VLP seismicity coincident
with explosions. Following the observation that different inflation
rates may lead to different styles of activity, Hornby et al., (2019b)
used laboratory experiments to assess the manner in which
Santiaguito lava ruptures. They constrained that low deformation
rates (as observed during moderate tilt cycles) would cause slow,
pervasive rupture which is argued would favor prolonged and
extensive outgassing. In contrast, they found that at higher
deformation rates (as observed in more pronounced tilt cycles)
rupture would be sudden and localized, preventing extensive
outgassing prior to complete rupture. This behavior may
contribute to building excess pore pressure for fragmentation and
to driving the explosions.

Looking closer at the eruptive products Lavallée et al., (2015)
observed pseudotachylyte, indicating that magma was subjected
to frictional melting and thermal vesiculation upon
fragmentation. They argued that this would be favored during
slip along localized fractures, which has been previously
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constrained by Johnson et al., (2008) to reach ∼1 m/s. This
finding is related to their observation that the dome can move
up and down, like a piston, by as much as 0.5 m within 1 s. The
mechanical work during such faulting activity could induce as
much as 600°C of heat in the already hot magmas, causingmelting
and vesiculation, which may partly explain the cataclastic affinity
of these dense pyroclasts (Hornby et al., 2019a). Recently,
structure-from-motion analysis using photogrammetry was
employed by Zorn et al., (2020) to constrain surface
deformation at El Caliente, finding that deformation varies
laterally and zones with increased inflation may not
necessarily be related to hotter materials. Furthermore, the
explosive gas bursts and the permanent weak gas rise can, at
times, escape from a given set of fractures (von Aulock et al., 2016;
Zorn et al., 2020). This indicates that fracture healing is likely
trivial during inter-explosion phases, owing to the crystal-rich
nature of the magma (cf. Kendrick et al., 2016; Lamur et al., 2019).
The open nature of the fracture network to fluid flow at El
Caliente is further supported by the fact that some small-to-
moderate explosions can be rapidly followed (within <10 min) by
a secondary event (though generally smaller in magnitude) with
closely matching seismic and acoustic signatures (Carter et al.,
2020). This is likely to result from identical source parameters,
possible if the set of fractures employed by gas-and ash jets
remains the same. The above studies propose potentially slightly
contrasting explosion trigger mechanisms which leads to small
discrepancies when attempting to reconcile observations and
unify our interpretations, but this may simply reflect that
information was collected during different periods and with
different methods. Altogether, they all argue for the
importance of seismogenic faulting driven by overpressure at
shallow depth, associated with gas-and-ash explosions.

In order to get more information on the trigger mechanism of
explosions at Santiaguito, we will analyze the precursory seismic
signals that are observed before ash and gas break through the
dome’s surface. We first use signal arrival times at different
stations and ambient noise analysis to estimate the
propagation velocity in the subsurface, and then use seismic
travel times, particle motion and array analysis to determine
possible source mechanisms and depths for the explosions (see
Figure 1). Due to strong topographic changes in volcanic
environments as well as the short distances between stations
and the source, the interpretation of seismic signals is often
challenging (Neuberg and Pointer, 2000); as such we augment
our investigation by comparing observations with synthetic 2D
spectral element modeling.

DATASETS

Since 2014 a joint collaboration between the University of
Liverpool (UK) and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(Germany) established a network of seismo-acoustic
instruments monitoring activity at the Santiaguito dome
complex. These permanent stations (Figure 2, STG1-X) and
information about the network have previously been reported
by Lamb et al., (2019), Carter et al., (2020) and Gottschämmer
et al., (2020). In addition to this large dataset, we augmented our
monitoring capacity during a 13-days field experiment by
deploying three additional temporary short period (LE-3Dlite)
stations (Figure 2, LIN1-3) and a seismo-acoustic array in
January 2019 (Figure 2). The temporary deployment also
included six pressure sensors (IST 2018, sensitivity: 0.02 V/Pa)
and coincided with the installation of a permanent

FIGURE 1 | Summary of observations (bold) used to determine source properties (italic). The observed arrival times tj and the horizontal velocity vhor (slowness) are
used to estimate the propagation velocity in the subsurface. The results of numerical modeling of seismic wave propagation are then compared to the observations
(including the particle motion with incident angle i) to get information about the dominant source mechanism and source depth. VSF: vertical single force; EX: explosion
source; TC: tensile crack.
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thermographic camera installed at station STG5 (7 km from El
Caliente; Figure 2). During the field investigation, one
thermographic image per second was acquired during both
daytime and night time. One further seismic station was
deployed 510 m north-east of the El Caliente dome to provide
signals with good signal-to-noise ratio (LIN3). The other short-
period stations were installed 2,600 m north (LIN2) and 3,900 m
northwest (LIN1) of the dome. A list of all stations with
information on location and sensors is available in the
Supplementary Table S1. The challenging terrain east of the
dome complex did not allow any installations in this area. The
location of the seismo-acoustic array is in a crescent-shaped
valley north of the previously active dome El Brujo at a
distance of 2 km to the active crater. The valley dips slightly
toward the west, but elevation differences of the stations are still
less than 40 m. The subsurface is characterized by a lahar deposit
veneer in the valley, underlain by dense, coherent lavas, which has
been shown to favor good signal propagation in this area during
previous campaigns. As illustrated in Figure 2, the seismo-
acoustic array consists of nine short-period stations and five

pressure sensors. The stations form two nested rectangles with a
central station and the inner rectangle is rotated ∼45° to the outer
one. Pressure sensors are only deployed in the inner part of the
array. inter-station distances of the seismo-acoustic array range
from 50–160 m with an aperture of 360 m.

A comparison of the seismic explosion signals at a broadband
(Trillium Compact 120 s) seismometer and the array
seismometer (Lennartz 1 Hz) reveals that the short period
instruments show reliable ground motion at frequencies below
the corner frequency of the passband after restitution down to
0.1 Hz. All instruments recorded with a sampling rate of 100 Hz.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXPLOSION
SIGNAL

Explosive gas and ash emissions at Santiaguito occur multiple
times per day and are commonly accompanied by seismic and
infrasonic signals. Typical explosion signals at the closest stations
are shown in Figure 3. The seismic signature generally consists of

FIGURE 2 | Station distribution during the field measurements in January 2019. Blue triangles mark the stations of the permanent network of ULIV (University of
Liverpool) and KIT (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), and red triangles are stations installed temporarily. Black contour lines around the triangles indicate the additional
installation of an infrasound sensor. The red hexagon marks the position of the seismo-acoustic array (also inset, lower left). The thermal camera was installed at station
STG5. The peaks of Santa Maria and El Caliente are marked with black stars.
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two phases with a time shift of 2–6 s at a distance of 510 m to the
crater (Figure 3). Hereinafter, the second phase, characterized by
higher amplitudes will be referred to as the main signal (MS),
while the first phase will be called precursor (PC). Due to the low
amplitudes of the PC, its detectability in the seismogram
decreases with the distance and it is often not visible at
stations which are further than 4.5 km from the lava dome.
The frequency of the explosion signal ranges between 0.5 Hz
and 5 Hz and reaches its maximum at around 1.3–1.7 Hz
(Supplementary Figure S1). In Figure 3, the comparison of
seismic data to visual observations with the thermographic
camera reveals that increased ground motion is only related to
the onset of hot gas and ash expulsion, while the further outflow
and development of the plume occurs mainly aseismically as
described by Gottschämmer et al., (2020). As previous studies

have reported that small explosions at Santiaguito are preceded
by a ∼6 min inflation of the dome (Johnson et al., 2014; Lavallée
et al., 2015), we opted to calculate the mean absolute amplitude of
the ground motion at the closest station LIN3 in a sliding window
of 1 min. We find no significant increase in seismicity before an
explosion which could be connected to the inflation process.

To enable correlation between the development of the volcanic
plume and seismicity, we constrained the exact onset time using
acoustic signals. Following De Angelis et al., (2016), we assume
the dome surface to be the acoustic source position and calculate
its origin time with a linear fit regarding hypocentral distance and
arrival time at the pressure sensors, as shown in Figure 3C.
Indeed, the origin time of the acoustic signal (red vertical line,
Figure 3) coincides with the visual onset (first dashed line) of the
explosion; therefore, the acoustic signal may be related directly to

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of acoustic origin time with visual observations of an explosion on 10.01.19. (A) Z-component of seismic signal at LIN3 with enlarged
precursor signal (PC) in the inset. The blue vertical line indicates the precursor onset, whereas the main signal (MS) starts directly at the red line. (B) Associated acoustic
signal measured at the central array station. Acoustic and seismic data is filtered with a fourth-order Butterworth bandpass (0.125–3 Hz). In (A) and (B) the red lines
indicate the origin time of the acoustic signal and the dashed lines correspond to the thermographic images in (D) and (E), respectively. (C) Acoustic arrival times at
different stations vs. their distance to the crater determining the acoustic origin time. The two thermographic images show the first gas emission at the dome (12:07:22,
(D)) and the further gas rise (12:07:45, (E)).

TABLE 1 | Summary of seismic observations.

Precursor (PC) Main phase (MS)

Velocity in km/s 1.2–1.9 2.7–4
Slowness (onset) in s/km 0.1–0.2 0.1–0.2
Particle motion in ° to vertical 30–70 ∼0
Time lag between seismic and acoustic origin time (at LIN3) −2 to −6 s <0.5 s
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the sudden gas burst associated with the onset of the volcanic
plume. Furthermore, we observe only a short time difference (of
only <0.5 s, Table 1) between the acoustic origin time and arrival
of the MS at the most proximal station LIN3.

We further estimate the seismic velocities of PC and MS of 14
explosions (Supplementary Table S2), carry out array analysis
and determine the particle motion in order to collect more
information about possible source depths and mechanisms.
With the relative origin times of both phases we further
determine whether they are the result of P- and S-wave
arrivals of the same source process or caused by independent
source mechanisms. In the latter case the PC could provide
information about a mechanism triggering the explosion.

Slowness and Backazimuth
We use the frequency-wavenumber (FK) algorithm provided by
the Python package Obspy (Capon, 1969; Beyreuther et al.,
2010) to analyze the data of the seismo-acoustic array. Due to
the configuration of the array (aperture of 360 m) and its
distance (2 km) to the signal source location (El Caliente), we
assume that the explosion signals arrive as a planar wave
(Almendros, 1999). Here, a fourth order Butterworth filter
(0.125–3 Hz) is applied to the data and the FK-analysis is
then carried out in a sliding window (length 1 s, step: 0.05 s)
using a slowness (s) grid of −1< s < 1 s/km (−3.5 < s < 3.5 s/km
for acoustic data).

The analysis of the seismic time series reveals variations of
slowness and backazimuth through time (Figure 4). The onsets of
both the precursor and main phase are characterized by low
slowness values (0.1–0.2 s/km), followed by a slowness increase.
For the main phase a stepwise increase (up to 0.3–0.5 s/km within
0.5–1 s, 0.6–0.8 s/km within 2.5–3.5 s after the onset) or a
continuous upsweep is observed. The slowness variation of the
PC is not consistent for different explosions which could be

caused by the low signal-to-noise ratio after the first onset and the
arrival of reflected phases.

For the acoustic signal we use a time series of 2.5 s, which starts
0.3 s before the phase onset at the center station of the array
(ARR1). The resulting backazimuth of 120° matches the actual
configuration of the array with respect to El Caliente. The
apparent horizontal velocity, which is the inverse slowness,
ranges between 0.34 and 0.40 km/s for different explosions.

Seismic Velocities
We determine seismic velocities in the subsurface in order to
create a coarse velocity model for the numerical modeling with
two approaches; 1) comparison of arrival times of the explosion
signals at different stations and 2) dispersion analysis.

Arrival Time of Seismic Signals
As a first step we fix the horizontal position of the seismic source
at the location of El Caliente. This simplification is supported by
backazimuth observations of the previous section. Because
the origin time as well as the depth zs is unknown, we
consider the relative arrival times Δti,j at different stations i, j
instead of the absolute arrival times. With the distance di and the
relative elevation difference of source and station zi we determine
the length of the straight ray paths and calculate the theoretical
relative arrival times:

Δti,j � ti − tj � 1
v
( �����������

d2
i + (zs − zi)2

√
−

������������
d2
j + (zs − zj)2√ )

By performing a grid search we estimate the parameter pair
(v, zs) which best fits the observations. An area of reduced misfit
and no clear minimum is found for both PC and MS, due to the
trade-off between depth and velocity (Supplementary Figure
S2). Furthermore, the uncertainty of the determined arrival times

FIGURE 4 |Slowness (s) and backazimuth (baz) of a seismic explosion signal measured with the seismic array in a distance of 2 km to the dome on 7.1.19. The blue
and the red dashed lines indicate the onset of PC and MS, respectively. The color code of the slowness and baz corresponds to the normalized power of the seismic
signal shown below. Δt1 � 0.5 s and Δt2 � 2.5 s show the time difference of MS onset and slowness steps.
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is reflected in the results of the grid search. The inversion is
mainly insensitive to depth but provides good estimates of seismic
velocities. Although this simple inversion approach does not take
into account lateral variations, an average velocity in the area of
interest is provided, which is, to our knowledge, not well
constrained at Santiaguito volcano. For the MS phase
velocities vary between 2.7 and 4 km/s (indicative of P-wave
propagation), while velocities for the PC are significantly lower
and range between 1.2 km/s and 1.9 km/s (pointing toward
S-wave velocities).

Dispersion Analysis
To further constrain seismic velocities close to the surface we
analyze the dispersion characteristics of surface waves using
ambient noise and the explosion signals. (Dobrin 1951; Haskell
1953; Aki and Richards, 1980). Because ambient noise
vibrations largely consist of surface waves, their dispersive
behavior can be used to determine S-wave velocities in the
shallow subsurface (Murphy and Shah, 1988; Jongmans and
Demanet, 1993). With the seismic data from the deployed
array we calculate dispersion curves with the high-resolution
frequency wavenumber (HRFK) approach (Wathelet et al.,
2018; Capon, 1969) and following the SESAME guidelines
as this approach is routinely used in engineering seismology
applications (Acerra et al., 2004). We determine dispersion
curves for six 1 h windows of the vertical component at all
array stations and use the average of all curves for the
inversion. The dispersion curves as well as the mean curve
are depicted in Figure 5 and show an increase from 0.35 s/km
to 1.6 s/km up to a frequency of 4 Hz. The array geometry, with

its aperture and interstation distance, controls the resolution.
In order to estimate a coarse velocity structure at greater depth,
larger wavelengths are needed due to their increased
penetration depth. To increase the spectral information
toward low frequencies we calculate the phase velocity in
narrowband filtered explosion signals at all stations of the
network. We use a fourth order zero-phase Butterworth
bandpass filter with central frequencies of f0 � 0.20, 0.25,
0.35, 0.45, 0.75, 1.00 Hz and a bandwidth of f0*2

(1/2). The
results are depicted in Figure 5. The determined phase
velocities are in agreement with our results of the ambient
noise at the array.

The velocity inversion was carried out for a model with one
layer above the halfspace using the approach of Wathelet
(2008) based on a modified conditional neighborhood
algorithm. Density values of the layers are implemented
according to the geology of the region. The Santiaguito
domes are characterized by dacite rocks, while the older
material of Santa Maria underneath is composed of
basaltic-andesite material (Rose, 1972). Furthermore,
considering physical characterisation studies of El Caliente
dome lavas (Hornby et al., 2019b) and similar
stratovolcanoes (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2015) we assumed
that the rocks of Santa Maria are denser than the newer
material of Santiaguito. Hence, a higher density value
2,700 kg/m3 is chosen for the deep basaltic-andesite
material at depth, while a lower density of 2000 kg/m3 is
attributed to the surficial dacites (Tenzer et al., 2011). Over
2,500 models were computed with those boundary conditions
and the misfit E is calculated with:

FIGURE 5 | A)Dispersion curves. The colored circlesmark the propagation velocity of different explosions (color coded) depending on the frequency. The gray lines
show the dispersion curves determined by the HRFK analysis of the 1 h-windows and the mean curve is shown in black. The green area marks the dispersion curves of
the inverted subsurface models with the lowest misfit. (B) S-wave velocity determined by dispersion curve inversion.
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The misfit describes the difference of the observed dispersion
curve di and the synthetic curve mi of the subsurface model at
each of the n frequency samples (Wathelet, 2005). The
uncertainty σ i is determined by the HRFK and the
differences between the dispersion curves. The model with
the lowest misfit (0.05) is defined by a subsurface with vS �
2,650 m/s starting at a depth of 120 m and is depicted in
Figure 5. The upper layer is characterized by vS � 650 m/s.
The interface depth is not well constrained and varies within a
misfit range of 0.01 (marked in light green in Figure 5) by 30%,
while the variations of the velocities are less than 15%. As we
only have ambient noise dispersion data beneath the array, the
obtained velocity structure is only representative for the areas
surrounding this location.

Particle Motion of Seismic Data
The particle motion of seismic phases contains information about
the wave type, the source mechanism as well as the source depth.
For a better understanding of the signals we rotate the

components from the N, E, Z to the R, T, Z coordinate system
with the theoretical backazimuth calculated from the station-
volcano configuration. The radial component R is oriented in the
direction from source to station, the Z-component still refers to
vertical movement and together with the transverse (T)
component, they form the new, station-dependent, left-handed
coordinate system (Shearer, 2009, p. 89).

The particle motion observations for PC and MS are
summarized in Table 1. Figure 6 exhibits multiple
explosion signals at station LIN3 which display the particle
motion at the onset of PC and MS in the R-Z plane. The
vertical lines in each seismogram depict the start and the end
of the 1 s time windows, which are shown in the particle
motion tiles. We observe similar particle motions of the PC
onset for different explosions with a predominant
polarization varying between 30° and 70° to the vertical. By
correcting the angle for contributions of reflected P- and SV-
waves (Müller, 1990) the possible source depth ranges
between 200 and 1,300 m below the summit of El Caliente.
The precursor is polarized perpendicular to the propagation
direction of a wave arriving from the volcano and therefore
indicating the arrival of an SV-wave. This hypothesis is
supported by the low propagation velocity of the PC,

FIGURE 6 | Seismic groundmotion at LIN3 (Z-component, fourth order Butterworth filter f � 0.125–3 Hz) and the particle motions in the RZ-plane. The blue and red
vertical lines mark the time windows used for the particle motion analysis and correspond to the polarization diagrams on the right. The blue window includes the PC
onset and the red the onset of the MS. The blue dot indicates the start of the time series.
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which was determined in the previous section. The
amplitudes of the preceding P-wave are not large enough
to be detected. The direction of motion is more variable for
MS and a clear polarization is not observed for all explosions.
Nevertheless, a common feature is a vertical particle motion
of the MS onset (Figure 6). At more distal stations from the
crater the polarization of both the PC and the MS is less
consistent. Due to strong topographic variations in the area of
this study, the interpretation of the measured particle motion
is challenging (e.g. Neuberg and Pointer, 2000). Hence, we
conduct numerical modeling to compare the influence of

different source mechanisms, depths and topography on
the particle motion at the stations.

2D NUMERICAL MODELING

Volcanic environments are commonly characterized by a
complex topography and subsurface, thus the analysis of the
seismic wave field is often challenging and simplified approaches
have been used (e.g. flat surface, homogeneous half space).
Numerical modeling can be employed to circumvent

FIGURE 7 | Influence of different subsurface models on the synthetic seismogram used for the numerical modeling. Each trace shows the seismogram at the
central array station and on the right a cross section of the corresponding subsurface model is shown. The star marks the source location (400 m below the domes peak)
and the triangle marks the station position at 2 km distance. (A) Is characterized by a flat topography above a homogeneous halfspace (model 1). (B) real topography as
a section through the position of the array and El Caliente. (C) Smoothed topography (model 2). (D) Two layer model with smoothed topography (model 3).

FIGURE 8 | Comparison of synthetic waveforms of the different source mechanisms using model 2. Source depth is set at 600 m below El Caliente. Seismograms
are filtered between 0.125 and 3 Hz and ordered by the distance of station and source. P-wave onsets and S-wave onsets (if recognizable) are marked with gray and red
dashed lines, respectively. While at the closest station (LIN3) only one phase can be seen, P- and S-wave onsets are separated at further stations (e.g. STG5). The ratio
between P- and S-wave amplitudes vary for different source mechanisms. P-wave amplitudes are largest for explosions, but have much lower amplitudes in the
VSF model.
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difficulties in interpreting seismic signals by providing estimates
of the relative influence of basic parameters such as source type,
source depth and topography on seismic wave propagation. In
order to simulate wave propagation in a 2D subsurface model we
use a spectral element method (SPECFEM2D; Komatitsch and
Vilotte, 1998). By reducing the dimensions from 3D to 2D we
neglect phases which are not traveling on a straight raypath (e.g.
reflections, bended ray paths) and we are aware that the relative
amplitude of phases (e.g. body vs. surface waves) gets distorted.
However, as we will not interpret absolute amplitudes in our
analysis and mainly concentrate on phase onsets, these effects
should have a low impact on our results.

Model Parameters
Wave propagation is simulated for three different models: 1) a
homogeneous flat model, 2) a homogeneous subsurface with
topography and 3) a two-layer model with topography
(Figure 7). The results of the observed seismic phase velocities
are used to define the physical model parameters.

For the homogeneous halfspace in model 1 and 2 we use a
P-wave velocity of 3,500 m/s, which is in the range of the MS-
phase velocity determined by the relative arrival times at all
stations. This value is only slightly lower than the P-wave velocity
(4,000 m/s) used by Anderson et al., (2012). For the S-wave
velocity they implemented 2,400 m/s, which is similar to the
S-wave velocity that we determined for the lower layer beneath
the array. As we assume that this high velocity value is related to
the dense solidified lava flows of Santa Maria and does not
represent the subsurface in the surrounding of the dome
complex, we use vS � 2000 m/s, a slightly lower S-wave
velocity for model 1 and 2. Since the results of the dispersion
analysis indicated a low velocity layer above the halfspace at the
location of the array, a further model with two layers is developed.
For the halfspace we use the same velocities, which we chose for
the homogenous model and we implemented a layer with lower
velocities (vP � 1800 m/s, vS � 1,000 m/s) on top. We are aware
that model 3 might not represent the subsurface in the whole
model space. Nevertheless, it is a reasonable model for the
subsurface within the valley of the array and it will be used to
show the impact of a low velocity layer on the results of array
analysis and particle motion analysis. For all models, the same
density values (halfspace: 2,700 kg/m3, top layer: 2000 kg/m3) as
for the dispersion curve inversion are used for the numerical
modeling. Three different mechanisms are considered for the
source: 1) explosion source, 2) downward directed vertical single
force (VSF) and 3) the opening of a vertical crack. For all sources a
Dirac impulse is used to calculate the Green’s functions. The
source is placed at depths of 200 m, 400 m, 600 m, 1,000 m and
1800 m below the top of El Caliente. The topography is extracted
from a digital elevation model of the area of Santiaguito with a
spatial resolution of 10 m and implemented as a free surface. Due
to strong topographic contrasts, a Gaussian filter is applied to the
surface which has a negligible effect on the resulting waveform
(Figure 7C) but decreases the computational effort. 2D sections
are created from the 3D topography cutting through El Caliente
and each station respectively. For the array stations, as well as
STG8, the same section is used due to the proximity of the

stations to one another. Numerical modeling is carried out for
each section and for the analysis, results of all sections are used.
The interface of the 2-layer model (model 3) follows the
topography at a depth of 150 m, but a stronger smoothing
parameter is applied (Figure 7). For all simulations a
minimum of 10 points per wavelength were used to decrease
the effects of numerical dispersion (De Basabe and Sen, 2007).
Because the main energy of the observed explosions arrives with
frequencies <3.5 Hz, wavelengths of >1,000 m are expected,
resulting in a maximum cell size of 100 m.

Analysis of Synthetics
Influence of Source Types
Due to contrasting radiation patterns of the implemented source
mechanisms we observe differences in the synthetic seismograms
(see example for the homogeneous model with topography;
Figure 8). P- and S-wave phases of synthetics are clearly
recognizable at stations farther from the source. The
maximum time shift between the P- and S-wave arrival (∼2 s)
is observed at the farthest station (STG5). At closer stations the
phases are not separated due to proximity to the source. Even a
deep source (1800 m) cannot result in a time shift of >2 s between
P- and S-wave arrival at proximal stations. This finding of the
synthetic data thus provides important information regarding the
time lag between the PC and MS phase of the observed data. It
indicates independent source processes of the PC and MS phases,
which are commonly separated by 2–6 s at the nearest station
(Figure 6).

While the arrival times of the phases are independent from the
source mechanisms, the P/S amplitude ratio is strongly influenced
by the different sources. As shown in Figure 8 for model 2, strong
S-waves are excited by the VSF source, while P-wave amplitudes
are small. In contrast, the explosion source generates strong
P-wave amplitudes, while S-wave amplitudes are significantly
weaker. The opening of a vertical crack shows clear P-wave
arrivals as well, but amplitudes for the S-waves are still
stronger. With the implementation of an additional layer the
waveforms become more complex (Figure 7D), but the general
findings regarding the influence of the source radiation pattern
remain valid (Supplementary Figures S3–S7).

Array Analysis
We proceed in the same way for the array analysis of the
synthetics, as for the real observations. As the simulations are
run on a 2D subsurface, only the distances from the array stations
to the source are relevant. Therefore, we perform the array
analysis on a 1D array and we only consider the slowness
along the line of stations. The determination of the
backazimuth is superfluous, due to the missing dimension.

The absolute slowness values related to the first onsets of the
seismic signals are similar for all source types, but they change
with the source depth and the subsurface model. The
implementation of a low velocity layer close to the surface
(model 3) decreases the slowness of the signal onset at the
array, especially for shallow sources (Figures 9B,D). The
temporal variation of the slowness is controlled by the time
difference between P- and S- waves and their amplitude ratio.
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Generally, with increasing source depth the time difference
between P- and S-waves increases, and higher slowness values
are observed later in time. The amplitude ratio of both phases
determines the transition between these slowness steps
(Supplementary Figures S8, S9). Therefore, the shift to higher
slowness values for a deep explosion source is observed later than
1.5 s after the arrival of the seismic signal (Figure 9C) and the
transition is better described by a continuous upsweep, than a
stepwise slowness increase. High S-wave amplitudes excited by
the VSF reduce this time lag and the slowness steps of a shallow
VSF are similar to the ones determined for the main phase in the
monitored data (Figures 9A,B). As seen in the synthetic
seismograms for the opening of tensile cracks (Figure 8), the
amplitude ratio of P- and S-waves is a combination of both VSF
and explosion source. Similar behavior is observed with the array
analysis and the slowness increase is generally observed later than
for a VSF, but the stepwise slowness increase is more prominent
than for an explosion source (Supplementary Figure S10).

Comparison of the Particle Motion
We conducted particle motion analysis of the synthetic data in
the RZ-plane in the same way as it was done in Particle Motion
of Seismic Data for the monitored dataset, using 1 s time
windows around the onset of the signal at each station. In
the flat homogeneous model, the particle motion is linearly
polarized for distant stations. By considering the difference

between the apparent and true incident angle due to
reflections and P/SV conversions at the free surface (Müller,
1990), the source depth can be resolved from the incident angle
of linearly polarized phases with trigonometric functions. For
close stations the particle motion is a superposition of the
arriving P- and S-phase and is therefore dependent on the
amplitude relation. Explosion signals tend to have a linear
polarization of a P-wave while the behavior of the particle
motion of VSF-signals is closer to an S-wave polarization.
The implementation of the topography causes the height
differences of the stations and the source to become more
relevant. As a result of the station and source geometry,
straight ray paths from source to receiver do not exist for
shallow source depths; therefore the polarization is distorted
(Neuberg and Pointer, 2000). An exception is the closest station,
LIN3, which is located higher or at the same elevation for all
considered source depths. The particle motion is shown for the
onset at this station (Figure 10). Both a shallow VSF as well as a
deep explosion source create a vertical particle motion at LIN3
which is similar to the polarization of the monitored MS. The
raypaths for both examples are illustrated in the last column of
Figure 10. Particle motion comparable to the observations of
the PC is observed for either the opening of a vertical crack or an
explosion source at a depth of 600 m. The resulting angle of
motion measured to the vertical axis lies within the range of the
observations for both possible source mechanisms.

FIGURE 9 | Temporal slowness variation of the monitored data (A) together with the variation of the synthetics (B, C and D) and the corresponding seismogram of
the central array station. Both synthetics and monitored data are filtered between 0.125 and 3 Hz. The black arrows mark the onset of the seismic signal and further
slowness steps. (A)Ground motion after 07.01.19 17:58:31, black arrows correspond to MS. (B) VSF in a depth of 200 m (model 2). (C) Explosion source in a depth of
1800 m (model 3) and (D) VSF in a depth of 200 m (model 3).
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INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

The results of the monitored signal analysis and synthetic wave
modeling performed in this study provide a wealth of data which
sheds light on the subsurface conditions leading to gas-and-ash
explosions at Santiaguito. Below, following interpretation of the
most appropriate velocity structure to explain our observations,
we delve into interpreting the cause of seismic observations
ascribed to explosive processes at Santiaguito.

Seismic Velocity Structure
The results of dispersion curve inversion indicate that a low velocity
layer beneath the seismo-acoustic array exists which agrees with the
local stratigraphy of recent lahar deposits above older volcanic units.
This interpretation is supported by the low slowness values for the
onset of both PC andMS. On a layer boundary the incident angle of
a transmitted ray decreases due to Snell’s law (Aki and Richards,
1980) and increases the horizontal velocity; synthetic results of

model 3 are in agreement with this observation. The seismo-
acoustic array, being located in the valley adjacent to El Brujo
lava dome, sits within a veneer of debris resulting from early
pyroclastic flows (though not in the last few decades to our
knowledge) and recurring rockfall events, further reworked by
lahar activity (common in rainy seasons) which promote a low
velocity shallow layer. Older lavas from Santa Maria can be seen to
extend below the lahar deposit from the edge of the valley, which
would exhibit higher seismic velocities, thus leading to the
dichotomy in velocity with depth. Similarly, a comparable layered
velocity structure may be presented underneath LIN3, but cannot be
verified due to the single station deployment.

New Insights Into Explosion Source
Mechanisms at Santiaguito
Explosive eruptions have long been studied at Santiaguito, and
each of these studies have offered different, yet compatible, pieces

FIGURE 10 | Synthetic particle motion in the RZ-plane of the onset at LIN3 using (model 3). Each tile relates to a time window of 1 s with the radial component on
the horizontal axis. The blue dot indicates the start of the time series. The first column on the left refers to the vertical single force (VSF) mechanism, the second to the
opening of a tensile, vertical crack and the third depicts the particle motion of an explosion. Each row corresponds to a specific source depth. The green dashed line
marks the apparent incident angle calculated for a straight raypath considering the source receiver geometry and the gray dashed line includes the correction for the
influence of reflections and wave conversions at the surface (Müller, 1990). The tiles on the right show a shallow VSF and a deep explosion, which both result in a
dominating vertical motion.
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of the puzzle to reconstruct the series of processes leading to, and
occurring during, explosions. Here, we re-examine contributions
of recent key multi-parametric studies (as described in the
introduction) and supplement their observations with our
findings to expand our understanding of the key underlying
processes at Santiaguito.

In the last two decades, magma extrusion has been essentially
continuous at Santiaguito (e.g., Johnson et al., 2014), except for
the 2015–2016 period of paroxysms (which will not be considered
in this discussion). Although continuous, magma extrusion has
been cyclic, as revealed by inflation/deflation tilt cycles (Johnson
et al., 2014; Lavallée et al., 2015; Hornby et al., 2019b) and
upheaval/subsidence cycles of the dome surface (Johnson
et al., 2008; Scharff et al., 2012; Zorn et al., 2020). Such
pulsatory discharge is common at open-vent volcanoes and
has been ascribed to contributions from non-linear evolution
of magma rheology (Melnik and Sparks, 1999, 2005), a rate-
dependence of shallow faulting processes (e.g., Iverson, 2008;

Costa et al., 2012; Kendrick et al., 2014), changes in the plumbing
system’s geometry (Costa et al., 2007; Thomas and Neuberg,
2012), and non-linear gas flow and pressure development across
the magmatic column (Michaut et al., 2013). At Santiaguito, the
inflation/deflation cycles and the eruptive dilemma of gas-and-
ash explosion vs. gas emission have been linked to gas pulses
through the conduit (Johnson et al., 2014; Lavallée et al., 2015).
Yet, questions remain as to whether the explosions are caused by
magmatic fragmentation due to pore fluid overpressure
exceeding the relaxation rate of magma (e.g. Dingwell, 1996;
Spieler et al., 2004) or whether the underlying fragmentation is
associated with faults via cataclasis (Bluth and Rose, 2004;
Hornby et al., 2019a) or shear-heating-related thermal
vesiculation (Lavallée et al., 2015).

The permeable flushing of fluids through the magmatic
column would provide the impetus for both magmatic
fragmentation and faulting by increasing pore pressure,
buoyancy and shear stresses. The generally dense nature of the

FIGURE 11 | Proposed source mechanism of weak-to-moderate explosions at Santiaguito: 1) gas accumulates at a depth of ∼600 m and causes the dome to
inflate (positive tilt). 2) The increased gas pressure causes fracture nucleation and the seismicity related to the opening of tensile fractures is attributed to the PC signal
described in this study. 3) As fractures propagate upwards and unzip, gas rapidly rises increasing the pressure below the shallowmagma plug. 4) With the propagation of
tensile fractures into the shallow plug, they intersect with existing fractures and cause fault-slip controlled uplift of the plug. The recoil of the rapid upward motion of
mass may cause a downward directed VSF, which is consistent with our findings for the MS. 5) Gas and ash is ejected at the crater surface. 6) In the post eruptive phase
the plug subsides and the volcano edifice deflates (negative tilt). Shutting fractures in the volcano interior decreases the permeability for gas rise and the activity at the
crater is characterized by weak outgassing.
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Santiaguito lava dome means that large pore overpressure is
required to trigger fragmentation (e.g., Spieler et al., 2004). In
such cases, we may expect large parts of the dome to be excavated
during explosions; yet, the small to moderate gas-and-ash
explosions tend to develop along persistently active faults and
leave the dome rather intact. Hence it has been suggested that
explosions may show a better affinity to localized fault activity
(Bluth and Rose, 2004; Holland et al., 2011), whereby sacrificial
fragmentation along faults (i.e. cataclasis) frees space for
outgassing and thus prolongs the structural stability of the
dome (Lavallée et al., 2015; Hornby et al., 2019a). Rheological
modeling of Santiaguito magma by Holland et al., (2011) suggests
that the conditions for shear rupture are met in the shallow
conduit at ca. 150–600 m depth, which agrees with the depth
estimated from tilt signals (Sanderson et al., 2010; Johnson et al.,
2014).

These complementary studies advanced that fracture opening
would lead to gas-and-ash explosions, releasing pressure, which
once concluded, would allow fracture healing and pressure build-
up until the next explosion or gas emission. Here we stress that
fracture healing would be difficult to achieve for such crystal-rich,
high-viscosity magmas during inter-explosion timescales (cf.
Yoshimura and Nakamura, 2010; Lamur et al., 2019) though it
may be possible that fracture closure alone is sufficient to shut
permeability (e.g., Lamur et al., 2017) and promote fluid pressure
build-up until the next explosion. Faults, even in shear zones,
generally develop via the nucleation, propagation and coalescence
of tensile fractures (e.g., Kilburn, 2003; Lavallée et al., 2013),
which may then slip if sufficient shear stress remains following
rupture. As such, Hornby et al., (2019b) investigated how
Santiaguito lava may rupture in tension as a function of rate,
based on the observation that gas-and-ash explosions and gas
emissions occur following inflation at contrasting strain rates
(e.g., Lavallée et al., 2015). Hornby et al., (2019b) showed that an
increased strain rate results in a reduction in strain to failure and
enhanced strain localization. So, they posit whether tensile
fractures are likely to develop top-down or bottom-up. Top-
down may be envisaged when considering that magma viscosity
and brittleness increase toward the surface, however bottom-up
fracture propagation may be favored when a pressure source
develops at depth.

The results of our study, and in particular the source
mechanism of the precursory signal (PC), may shed light on
the nucleation of fractures in magma at El Caliente. We
constrained that PCs are likely triggered at a depth of ca.
600 m, which sits below or at the deeper end of the explosion
depths estimated by Johnson et al., (2014) and Holland et al.,
(2011), respectively. The comparison of synthetics andmonitored
seismic signals suggest that the PCs likely result from the opening
of a vertical tensile fracture or from an explosion. Thus here, we
hypothesize that PCs originate from the development of a tensile
fracture, vertically propagating upward from a depth of ∼600 m.
Varying incident angles and durations of the PCs may be
attributed to small depth variations of the fracture nucleus.
We hypothesize, that after the initial crack opening at 600 m
depth the crack will coalesce with adjacent fractures (as
commonly observed during magma rupture; Lavallée et al.,

2013). Gas and ash can then rush through the developing
fracture network and pore pressure builds up until the
overpressure is sufficient (at shallower depth) to fragment
magma via faulting and/or magmatic fragmentation where the
pressurized magma locally experiences lower pressure (triggered
by fault opening). This fragmentation would then lead to the
generation of the main seismic signal (MS). In this scenario, the
time for the tensile fracture to open, and for gas transfer between
the locus of nucleation (∼600 m) and the point of fragmentation
(∼200 m) could be determined by estimating the true time offset
of PC and MS at the source from the commonly 4 s arrival time
gap between PC and MS at station LIN3. According to the
geometry of sources and station, the travel time difference is
lower than 0.5 s. Hence, considering the variation of precursor
duration, we obtain a time gap of approximately 4 s in which the
fracture ruptures and the gas migrates upward to shallow depth
until the gas pressure overcomes the lithospheric load.

Analysis of the main component of the seismicity (MS)
associated with explosions indicated an initial vertical particle
motion rapidly followed by changes in motion direction, without
polarization. Wave propagation modeling suggests that the
vertical particle motion could either be caused by a deep
(1800 m) explosion source or a shallow (<200 m) vertical
single force (VSF). The temporal slowness variation of
synthetics from a shallow source shows similarities with the
field measurements and thus supports a shallow source
location. Shallow VSF models have been proposed in the past
to explain the source mechanisms of volcanic explosions
(Ohminato et al., 2006; Zobin et al., 2006; Zobin et al., 2008).
Furthermore, the short (<0.5 s) time difference of MS arrival at
LIN3 and the acoustic origin time (related to sudden gas and ash
rise) is in agreement with this suggestion. The plethora of
observations presented here (from others and this study)
ascribe the source of explosive eruption at Santiaguito to the
shallow magmatic column. Thus, it is highly unlikely that
fragmentation depth is at 1800 m depth and thus deeper than
the source of the precursory signal at ∼600 m. As such, we
propose that MS are likely associated with shallow VSF-driven
processes, which could be associated with the recoil following
rapid uplift of the dome in a plug-like flow against marginal shear
faults, triggered by the burst of gas flushing through the upward
propagating vertical crack at 600 m (leading to PC). This faulting
activity could promote fault-related fragmentation (e.g., Lavallée
et al., 2015), contributing to the generation of gas and ash. From
the point at which MS is triggered, the gas-and-ash mixture
would travel at extremely rapid speed, as indicated by the short
time gap (<0.5 s) between MS and the acoustic signals (associated
with ejection into the atmosphere). The proposed source
mechanism for explosions at Santiaguito is summarized in
Figure 11.

CONCLUSION

This study combined visual, acoustic and seismic information
with numerical modeling in order to determine source
characteristics of seismic explosions at Santiaguito volcano.
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We showed that 2D numerical modeling in areas with a strong
varying topography provides important constraints for the
interpretation of observed natural seismic signals. Analysis of
the seismic record associated with explosions showed that the
events are associated with two contrasting signals: a weak
precursory seismic signal, 2–6 s prior to the explosions, and
main seismic signal associated with gas-and-ash ejection. To
resolve the source location and origin of the seismic signals,
we first used ambient noise analysis at the array to assess seismic
velocities in the subsurface and then used two-dimensional
spectral element modeling (SPECFEM2D) to constrain the
source trigger mechanism.

Ambient noise measurements were first used to define the
velocity structure of the subsurface. This indicated the presence
of a low velocity layer with an S-wave velocity of 650 m/s in the
uppermost 120 m below the array, whichmay be related to surficial
debris from rockfalls and pyroclastic deposits. Below 120 m, our
analysis suggests a halfspace containing rocks with a higher S-wave
velocity of 2,650 m/s, associated with coherent lavas.

Two-dimensional spectral element modeling
(SPECFEM2D) was employed to simulate seismic
waveforms and assess the source mechanism for these two
signals. The particle motion of the observed precursor at the
closest station LIN3, shows similarities to an explosion source
or to the opening of tensile cracks at a depth of around 600 m.
In contrast, the vertical polarization observed at the onset of
the main seismic signal may be attributed to either a shallow
vertical single force or a deep explosion. As the time difference
between the main signal (at the most proximal station) and the
gas-and-ash ejection is short, we reject the likelihood of a deep
explosion source and conclude that the main signals originate
at shallow (∼200 m) depth from a vertical single force
associated with the explosion.

Using the constraint imposed by the modeled source
mechanisms for the precursory and main signals, our
preferred interpretation for the sequence of processes taking
place at Santiaguito, leading to an explosion is: during magma
pressurization at shallow depth, a tensile crack opens at a depth of
around 600 m, which leads to the localization and intensification
of gas rise and pressurization rate. The associated gas migration
results in overpressure at shallow depth (∼200 m), causing
rupture of the dome. Uplift of the dome along shear faults,
which undergo cataclasis and fragmentation, widens permeable
pathways to permit the sudden expulsion of gas and ash through
the fracture. Once the explosion concludes, pore pressure is lost,
the fracture shuts and the plug relaxes until gas influx causes the
cycle to start anew. This integrated study of eruption dynamic at
Santiaguito points toward a bottom-up series of magma-gas
interaction processes, including, rupture, gas flow and
accumulation and fragmentation, leading to gas-and-ash
explosions. More simultaneous observations at multiple arrays
are needed to further constrain the preparatory and explosion
phase at Santiaguito to further constrain the mechanisms and
time evolution during an eruption. We speculate that similar
mechanisms happen at other volcanoes exhibiting domes with

ash-gas rich explosions, but high resolution near field array
measurements are needed to detect and analyze weak
precursory seismic signals. However, we have shown that
careful analysis of weak precursory signals provides valuable
constraints for the source processes at Santiaguito volcano.
Similar studies should be carried out at other dome complexes
exhibiting gas-and ash rich explosions, to develop a physical
based model that takes into account the time evolution of the
explosion process.
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